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Hull University, and especially its library, has one 
invaluable selling point: its link with Philip Larkin, 
the greatest poet of the post-war years. Larkin was not 
only the university librarian for 30 years from 1955, 
but he was the intensively involved client who built 
three phases of the library buildings there. One was a 
traditionalist design by Forsyth and Partners that he 
inherited on taking over the job and his influence was 
confined mostly to the interiors. Far larger, a decade later, 
was a stubby crinkle-cut brutalist tower by the now-
forgotten practice of Castle Park Dean Hook, protegée of 
the university’s masterplanner, Sir Leslie Martin. It also 
contributed a good-mannered brick northern extension, 
the third of Larkin’s projects, to the older building. This 
linked cluster has now had such a thorough makeover 
by Sheppard Robson that it amounts to a completely new 
cultural heart for the university campus. 

Larkin would recognise the buildings still: but for 
the most part not the interiors, which appear to have 
been comprehensively trashed in various piecemeal 
alterations made after his death in 1985. In his time, 

university libraries were all about silent, concentrated, 
book-based study. Today they work in various different 
ways, with the printed page in sharp decline relative to 
electronic working – often in groups. The blurring of the 
boundary between formal and informal is the key change. 

In one of the many letters he wrote to friends 
about the effort of building his first library, Larkin 
commented with characteristic self-deprecation: ‘The 
building is nearly finished and can be seen for what 
it is – the ideal setting for an exhibition of decadent 
bourgeois art. Some bits are awful: others are not 
bad… it is a clumsy, rather graceless building, lacking 
intelligence at all levels, but not without a certain 
needless opulence in parts.’ 

That opulence, if such it was, is no longer needless. 
Larkin’s own preference was for a domestic-feeling 
library environment and today’s version takes that idea 
and runs with it. He was prescient in another way. The 
ground floor of that first library building has now been 
converted into a well-proportioned, climate controlled 
art gallery: the permanent university collection one 
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Ground floor plan

Key to drawings

Section AA

Section BB

1 Welcome desk
2  Gallery
3  Exhibition space
4  Staff training room
5 Teaching room
6  Book sorting room
7  Express PCs
8 Café

9 New south entrance
10  East entrance
11  Basement stacks
12 The Observatory
13 Library floors
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